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ADAPTING to the digital trade era : challenges
and opportunities.
Geneva : World Trade Organization,
c2021.

GATT
382
ADA

Reports the second phase of the WTO Chairs Programme
(WCP), which aims to support and promote trade-related
academic activities by universities and research institutions
in developing and least-developed countries.

CHALLENGES, policy options, and the way
forward : economic diversification in
selected Asian landlocked developing
countries (Bhutan, Kazakhstan, Mongolia
and Turkmenistan).
Geneva : United Nations, c2020.
Examines various form of policies and measures required to
promote economic and export diversification in four Asian
countries. It argues that the countries have significant
potential to diversify their economies into the production
and export of higher-value-added products in various
sectors.

UN
338.95
CHA
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NATURAL resource management in the
context of climate change.
New York ; Geneva : United Nations,
c2020.

UN
333.72
NAT

Analyses the ways in which the management of natural
resources may impact climate change, and how climate
change impacts the adaptation strategies of countries,
industries and farmers that extract or produce primary
commodities.

PEOPLE-SMART sustainable cities.
New York ; Geneva : United Nations,
c2020.

UN
338.927094
PEO

Advocates 'cities' has a vital role in sustainable development.
Cities are the centrepiece of economic, social and cultural
life which possess massive resources, talent and creativity.

WOMEN and trade : the role of trade in
promoting gender equality.
Washington, D.C. : World Bank ; World
Trade Organization, c2020.

GATT
331.4
WOM

Illustrates how trade and trade policy can affect men and
women differently in terms of wages, consumption and
welfare and in the quality of jobs available to them. It
suggests that expanding trade can act as an impetus for
countries to improve women's rights and boost female
participation in the economy.
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